Publication requirements

This Journal is a scientific publication prepared by the Faculty of Education at the Iberoamericana University from Colombia. This publication is based on dialogic academic perspective that tries to open spaces for reflection and discussion about educative knowledge and experiences which understand the complexity and the extent of the field. This publication also attempts to offer answers to the need for continue professional development for educators in our society through the promotion of the research activities in the fields of education and pedagogy.

In this way, Horizontes Pedagogicos journal is directed as a well known publication due to its academic and scientific quality in the education field, it is also qualified at national and international level corresponding to the quality of its academic committee and its high profile collaborators which is visible in the clarity and the pertinence of its contents that responds to the current research trends in the educative field.

Purpose

The main goal of this journal is to spread out scientific development and researches related to education and pedagogy, which are the result of studies and researches of the academic community at the Education Faculty at the Iberoamericana University from Bogotá Colombia, as well as professionals in education and related areas which are interested to publish in this journal.

Target and coverage

This is a specialised publication addressing to lectures, researchers, students and professional in education and other areas which are interested on the education and pedagogy knowledge. This journal distributed at national and international level through Education Faculties in recognised universities.

Instructions for authors

This journal publishes papers and articles according to its relation to research.

A. The priority will be given to papers related to institutional research projects which are approved and codified which can be related to:
   ▪ Outcome of finished researches
   ▪ Theoretical review on ongoing or finished researches
   ▪ Interpretation or discussion on outcomes of ongoing or finished researches
   ▪ Theoretical reflection on ongoing or finished researches
   ▪ Resume of an ongoing project
   ▪ Reflection on an ongoing or finished research experience

B. Other papers not related to research projects currently approved and codified by a research institution, which could be related to:
   ▪ Theoretical review on a specific disciplinary subject
   ▪ Original essay
- Original dissertation
- Paper based on a document presented on an academic event
- Paper based on significant institutional experience
- Paper based on significant personal experience
- Translation of an article originally in a different language
- Literature Review

Articles should be unpublished and should not be part of another publication in course.

Articles should be a maximum of 10 pages in font Arial 12 or Times New Roman 12, with line spacing of 1.5

The article should include title, abstract, and key words, and should present references, quotations, and notes in APA system 2012 Sixth Edition.

A different sheet of paper should include author personal information: names and surname, telephone, address, mail, academics, latest publications and research, professional affiliation and current position.

Related to the translations, it is necessary to hold either the author or the editor’s approval.

**Referee process**

Once the article is submitted the editor and the editorial committee will verify the article general aspects. Subsequently they will assign it to an expert peer who will give a concept following the journal criteria. If corrections are needed, after this concept, the author can modify the paper once. Afterwards, the editor and the editorial committee will select the articles according to: scientific quality, theoretical relevance, argumentative coherence, and its rigor in the use of references.

**Submission**

Articles should be sent by: revistas.iberoamericana.edu.co to link: Revista Horizontes Pedagógicos.

Articles sent are not going to be returned

Authors of the articles published will receive 2 copies of the journal

Content of the articles is authors exclusive’s responsibility